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DISCLAIMER

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored
by an agency of the United States Government. Neither
the United States Government nor any agency thereof, nor
any of their employees, make any warranty, express or
implied, or assumes any legal liability or responsibility for
the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any
information, apparatus, product, or process disclosed, or
represents that its use would not infringe privately owned
rights. Reference herein to any specific commercial
product, process, or service by trade name, trademark,
manufacturer, or otherwise does not necessarily “constitute
or imply its endorsement, recommendation, or favoring by
the United States Government or any agency thereof. The
views and opinions of authors expressed herein do not
necessarily state or reflect those of the United States
Government or any agency thereof.
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BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1. Field of the Invention ‘
.

The present invention relates to Raman spectroscopy probes and, more particularly, to a

probe which can withstand elevated temperatures.

2. Related Art

In many applications, laser beams are used to excite materials so that the Raman spectra

can be an~yzed. A measurement device including an axial pass-through Raman cell is disclosed in

U. S. Patent 5,194,913, to N&rick et ~., ihe disclosure of which iShereby incorporated by

reference. The measurement device uses an optical fiber for delivering the laser light to the

sample, which requires the use of a bandpass filter. The sending h.mdreceiving optical fibers must ‘
,.

be aligned on opposite sides of the sample with a predetermined distance between them. As a
,,

consequence, this device can only be used in one location.
,!

Present Raman spectroscopy systems suffer from a number of shortcomings. For

example, some operate best on liquids and gases, but not solids. Others are fixed ,jmdcannot be ~ ‘

used in more than one location.’ In addition,, prior art Raman spectroscopy probes cannot

withstand hostile environments such as elevated temperatures, i.e., temperat~es aS high as 550”F
,. .

and elevated pressures,, i.e., pressures as high as 2500 psig. Therefore, there exists a need in the ‘

art for a Raman spectroscopy probe which can b.eused in more than one location, can effectively

operate cmliquids, gases and solids, and can withstand hostile environments such as high

temperatures &d high pressures.
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SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

IIIaccordance with the invention, a Ra&m spectroscopy apparatus is provided which,

among other advantages, is portable, c6n be used with liquids, gases and solids and can withstand

temperatures up to 550”F. and pressures up to 2500 psig and thus overcomes the above-

mentioned deficiencies in the prior art.

The spectroscopy apparatus of the invention enables analyzing Raman scattered light from .

a point of interest external to the apparatus, e.g., a point of interest in a high pressure and high

temperature “environment. The app~atus includes:..
.,

an environmental barrier including at least one window, preferably formed of,diamond;

an optical tube disposed adjacent to the environmental barrier and including a distal end

and a proximal end, the optical tube including a long working length compound lens objective,

preferably a hi~ temperature resistant objective, at the distal end thereof imd a beam splitter and

abeam steering mirror at the proximal end thereofi
,,,

me’imsfor coupling a Iaser,,lightbeam’to the proxhkal end of the optical tube such that the

beam is reflected by the beam splitter and directed toward the compound lens objective and ~,,.

through the at least one window for focusing on the point of interest such that Ram+ scattered

light from the point of interest is collected by the compound lens objective and directed through,.

the beam splitter to the ‘beamsteering mirroq and

, analyzing means coupled to the beam steering mirror enabling analyzing of the light.
..
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Advmtageously, theapparatus Wherincludes acooling memsfor coofingtheopticd

/
tube and the compound lens objective. -

In a preferred embodiment, a supe,rnotch filter and a focusing lens are placed between the

. beam steering mirror and the analyzing means. ‘ , ‘ :

Other features and ‘advantages of the present invention are”set forth in or apparent from

the follov&g detailed description of a preferred embodiment.
.,

,,
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

The single figure in the drawings is a schematic top”plan view of the adjustable-focus ~,.
..

Raman spectroscopy apparatus in accordance with a prefemed embodiment of the invention.

,,

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS
,’

Referring to the drawing, a remotq adjustable-focus Raman spectroscopy apparatus is
. .

shown which includes a Raman probe 10~which is separated from a point of interest 20 by an

envirotiental barrier 30. The environmental barrier 30, for”example,may be a pressure vessel - ~

wall, the wall of a flue stack or the wall of an exhaust system. The environmental barrier 30

includes one or more windows 40. Diamond windows are prefemed as optical qualhy pressure ~ ‘

boundaries, depending on the application. Because the probe 10 is external to the barrier or

boundary 30, a single probe can be used to provide information at as many discrete locations as

.,
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,,
there are tindows 40. Although the windows can be positioned directly in the wall of the barrier

●

30, in the illustrated embodiment, the window 40 is disposed ‘atthe distal end of a d~ well 60.

Raman probe 10 includes coupling optics chamber 70 and optical tube 50. Coupling

optics chamber 70 is located at the proximal end of probe 10, i.e., at the end of the optical tube

farthest from the”po’& of interest 20. A Ias;r 80 produces direct laser light 82 which enters the

optics chamber 70 at an angle approximately perpendicular to the longitudinal axis of optical tube

50. The use of direct laser light eliminates-the need for a bandpass filter when obtaining F@nan

spectrum-in the 50-3000 cm-l energy region using a 514.5 nm laser excitation light. The laser 80

is preferably a 5.0 Watt, multiline argon ion laser, @ich has a maximum output of 2.’1Watts of
\

514.5 m green ”laserlight. Within the optics chamber, 50% of the laser Iightis reflected off a
\

holographic beam splitter 90 and,down theoptical tube 50. The optical tube 50 can be custom

buih to any length up to 15 inches: At the distal end of the optical tube 50, i.e., the end of the

tube closest to the point of interest 20, is located along working length, compound lens objective. .
,,.

100. \
. .

The compound lens objective 100 is preferably a ~gh temperature resistant objective, -
.

,’ which means that the objective 100 must be capable of withstanding temperatures up to 450”F

without thermal degradation of the lenses forming the objective 100 or the adhesive used in the

manufacturing thereof Such objectives are conventional; ‘however, the objective must be cooled

since the probe reaches temperatures of up,to 550°F and the objective can only withstand
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temperatures of up to 450”F. Compound lens objective 100 focuses the laser beam 82 through

\
window 40 onto the point of interest 20. The laser light is then Raman scattered by the solid,

/
,. liquid or gas at the point 20 being obseryed. The Rarnan scattered light, which is denoted 110, is

then collected by the compound lens objective 100 and directed”back up the tube to the beam,.

splitter 90. ‘

. .
5(Y?40of the Raman scattered light passes through the beam splitter 9! to a beam stee~ng

mirror 120. The steering mirror 120 directs the light to fiber optic cable 130 for transmission to a

‘monochrometer 140. The fiber optic cable 130 allows the monochrometer 140 to be placed in an

area or facilifi which is temperature and humidity controlled at distances ‘up to’100 feet away

fio’mthe probe. The monochrometer 140 is preferably a short focal length field hardened, single ~

difiaction type designed specifically for fiber optic input. ,The monochrometer 140 maybe

supplied with a low background CCD image detector (not Shown). Such monochrometer-

‘ detector arrangements are conventional. In a-preferred embodiment, a supernotch filter 150 is
,-

disposed after the steering mirror 120 to reject Rayleigh scattered Ii@t’while passing Raman

scattered light. A focussing lens 160 is preferably disposed between the supeniotch titer 150 and - ,

the fiber optic cable 130.
-.

, .

The Raman spectroscopy probe 10 is designed to work at high temperatures. The optics
1

coupling chamber 70 houses temperature sensitive optical components and is kept at room/

temperature due to its location away from the point of interest 20. Accordingly, only the

,.
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compound lens objective 100 and the optical tube 50 are subject to high temperatures in the dry

well 60. In the preferred embodiment, the optical tube 50 includes a cooling means 180, indicated
/

schematically in the drawing. The cooling means 180 is attached along the inside of the optical
.,

tube 50. A preferred cooling means is a tube in a’tube-in-tube arrangement (not shown) tith the ,.

.cookmt supply delivered in the annulus between the inner and middle,tube and the coolant keturn

delivered @the annuhi$ between the fiddle ahd outer tube such that the optic tube expansion

with temperature is symmetric, i.e., the tube does not deflect with temperature variances. The
.,

water cooling method preferably maintains the lens objective 100 at a temperature below 300”F

when the dry ‘wellis at a temperature of550 “F. However, the cooling means ean take other

forms, such as a conventional cold finger watercooling method.

The Ramhn spectroscopy probe 10 is adjustable focussed in two’ways. The probe 10 has

internal adjusting features (not shown) that allow focus adjustment. .The probe 10 ‘canalso be

mounted to a positioning stage (not shown) that, depending on the stage selected, can produce

exte&al adjustments in the range of nanometers. This positioning stage may also be a micrometer

.basedX-Y-Z translation stage.
.. ,.

The combination of the adjustable focus of probe 10 and window 40 permits the incoming

laser light beam 82 to be focused on a discrete point, such as point 20, in &ont of the window 40.

A television camera 170 is located next to optics chamber 70, directly .oppositeto’optical tube 50,

for enh~cing the focussing of the laser light to the appropriate location by using the c~era 170
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to view light projected on the location of interest.. ,. .,

Although the invention has beeri described in detail with respect to preferred embodiments ,\

thereo~ it will be apparent to those skilled in the art that variations and modifications can be

effected in these embodiments without departing from the spirit and scope of the invention.
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ABSTRACT OF THE DISCLOSURE

A remote adjustable focus I&man spectroscopy probe allows for analyzing Raman
,,

scattered light from a point of interest external to the probe. An environmental barrier including.,

at least one window separates the probe from the point of interest. An optical ‘tubeis disposed

adjacent to the environmental barrier and includes along working length compound lens objective.

next to the window. A be~ splitter and a mirror are at the other end. A mechanical means is

used to tr~slate the probe body in the ‘z Y, and Z directions resulting in a variable focus optical

apparatus. Laser light is reflected by the beam splitter and directed toward the compound lens’
,

objective, then through the window and focused on the point of interest. Raman scattered light is

then collected by the compound lens objective and directed through. the beam splitter to a mirror.

A detice for rimdyzingthe light, such as a monochrometer, is coupled to the miuor.
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